
Who Am I?
I was wandering through a food court this morning, in search of something sweet,
when I noticed a teenaged girl wandering the other way. She was wearing a T-
shirt with the words "Who Am I?" emblazoned on it in big, black letters.

I was somewhat amused with this shirt. Briefly, I toyed with the idea that the
young woman might be an amnesiac, struggling to find her identity, forever
wandering around, asking strangers "Do you know who I am?"

But rational thought got the better of me, and I figured she was either wearing the
shirt for attention, or as part of some sort of motivational lecture.

Whichever (or whatever) it may be, it still amused me. How many of us should be
wearing a shirt like that? How many of us really know who we are?

We could add other shirts -- "What I should do in life?" "Where should I go?"
"What should I accomplish?", and my personal favorite, "What is going on here?"

These questions, and many other soul-searching inquiries, will go unanswered
for most people -- and it's mostly because few of us ever take the time to ask
ourselves those very questions.

We tend to go through life running on automatic -- whatever comes our way, we
take it. We go wherever a road leads -- metaphorically, of course -- and we
encounter obstacles in our path without any good idea of how to get around
them.

When we don't know who we are, our lives become lives of wander, not wonder.
We aimlessly prowl around, from one discipline to another, or we stick with a bad
job for far longer than we should -- merely because we don't know who we are.

My sweet wife is always pushing me to discover more about myself -- and then
have the guts to move in that direction. I think for most of us, if we make any
movement at all, it's likely to be from our loved ones, who see our potential,
understand our best points, and then push us towards a better understanding of
our self-worth.  Why is it like this? Because for most of us, we never bother to
make the effort to learn who we are, what we can do, and where we most can
contribute.

So for each of us, as well as myself, here are five good questions to get us
started on the path to self-discovery:
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1. What makes me most happy?

This is the first question, because it's the one that matters most. Doing something
that you hate, even if it helps pay the bills, is not enough. We must do something
that makes us happy -- and still pays the bills.

To answer this question, as well as the others in our list, I suggest you and I try
Earl Nightingale's suggestion: take a piece of paper -- a legal pad works well --
and put the question at the top of the page. With the question staring at you from
the pad, it's going to be a lot easier to answer it. Write down a few answers -- ten
at least -- and then evaluate what areas you should concentrate on.

2. Of all my abilities, talents, and activities, what do I find easiest to do?

Sometimes in life, you run across things that are laughingly easy for you to do --
and yet other people find them difficult. Public speaking is that way for me -- I find
it amazingly easy to do. Many other people would choose a root canal before
they would choose public speaking. You may find that accounting or sales or
photography or computer programming, or a myriad of other things, are easy for
you to do.  It's a sure bet that areas coming naturally to you are going to be areas
where you are going to have the most to contribute.  That doesn't mean you or I
should confine ourselves to those areas -- just that those areas are ones where
we will get the most "bang for the buck," to use an already overused phrase.

Sure, the areas you should choose are ones that you get compensation for --
sleeping is easy for most people to do, but there aren't that many jobs open for it.

3. What area is going to be the place where I can contribute the most?

Most of us have a myriad of abilities. All across the United States, for example,
middle-aged men think they really should be playing professional baseball. But
most of the time, the marketplace rewards us according to our contributions.
Except in the case of some managers I've met, the amount you're paid goes up
as the value of your contribution increases.

This means in order to maximize your worth to society, and maximize your return
on time spent, it's important to concentrate on the area where you can give the
most. Most people don't quite gain that understanding -- they concentrate on the
"getting" side of the equation, not the "giving."

But even if you are concentrating on an area where you won't be paid --
community service, for example -- it's still important to concentrate on those
spots where we can render the most service -- give the greatest contribution.

4. What training can I get to make myself better?



Remember, we should think of ourselves as a company of one -- and few
companies get by offering the same products for all of their life. We need to
constantly regenerate, renew, refresh, and re-create ourselves.

Training, reading, meditating, all of these things are going to make our personal
"product" better -- and better define who we are.

Who knows? Perhaps our personal training regimen will help us define an area of
our personality that we didn't know existed. Perhaps we will find a new area
where we can render service and excel.

5. What am I doing that is unnecessary or self-limiting?

This is the last question -- and one of the most difficult. Nobody likes to admit that
they make mistakes -- and yet identifying those areas you've chosen in the past,
that haven't worked out is part of the process of deciding who you are, and what
you have to offer.

I used to wear this blue shirt to work. I got a lot of compliments on it, and it was
comfortable to wear. One day, a friend pointed out to me (I had missed it) that
the shirt was threadbare in the elbows, and a few other places. I had liked the
shirt so much that I hadn't even noticed.

Sometimes, we've got to cut ourselves loose from the past ideas, and throw them
out like we should (but rarely do in many cases) throw out old clothes. Like those
old clothes, often our ideas of the past have long since gone out of fashion, but
we persist in using them, because they are comfortable, well-worn, or we've
gotten a lot of compliments in the past about them.

Like those old clothes, we have to pitch antiquated ideas or notions out when
they're threadbare. That shirt had been my favorite -- and sometimes, I've held
ideas that have been my favorite ideas, only to cast them out when they haven't
stood up to the test of time.

We all have areas of our life that need a bit of pruning, polishing, or remodeling.
Let our quest for ourselves help find those areas -- and make us better in the
process.
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